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Project Vision Dynamics Launches
Connected Work ows and Opens New
Building Envelope Training Facility
Two-day Project Management classes starting Feb. 7-8, 2018

PLANT CITY, Fla., January 12, 2018 (Newswire.com) - In the

digital age of Building Envelope construction, data is easy to

capture and store, but often ends up in individual or

corporate silos making it difficult or impossible to share

among team members or collaborators. Project Vision Dynamics (PVD) is pleased to announce the

launch of Connected Workflows, its new web-based communication and data-sharing solution built

upon and powered by Smartsheet that moves siloed data into dynamic dashboards for real-time

vision and access based on user-defined permissions. It begins at Estimating and moves through

Production, Installation and Project Management. The package is stand alone, but also customizable

to specific company needs.

“I am excited to work with the building envelope project team, including glazing contractors,

suppliers, general contractors and architects, to help improve processes, connect data and

documents and increase throughput,” said Steve Sherman, president of PVD. “We chose Smartsheet

because of its powerful, yet simple to adopt, frictionless collaboration capabilities that eliminate silos

and bring teams together.”

“As a Smartsheet partner, PVD will set up Smartsheet and Connected Workflows simultaneously to

ensure a seamless installation,” said Brandy Seong, Smartsheet program manager for PVD. “We begin

onboarding with our Smartsheet 101, a powerful collection of self-help modules, while providing

access to Smartsheet’s Center of Excellence for online training which is included in enterprise-level

pricing. Individual and corporate training are also available on an hourly or event basis.”
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“We’re pleased to have PVD in Smartsheet’s

Channel Partner Program to help bring

Smartsheet to market,” said Rakesh

Mahajan, senior director Global Channel

Sales, Smartsheet. “With increasingly

decentralized and overloaded teams, our

customers look to us for a more flexible way

to execute work with speed and

accountability. Businesses can now take advantage of PVD’s expertise and Connected Workflows to

make sure they have a solution that’s tailored to address their most challenging work management

and process automation needs."

The new training facility includes a 20-person classroom and computer lab and temperature-

controlled workshop facilities for hands-on and wet-works classes. Registration for the Feb. 7-8,

2018, Project Management 101 for Contract Glazing is open now. For more information, visit

www.ProjectVisionDynamics.com.
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“Connected Workflows ... moves siloed
data into dynamic dashboards for
real-time vision and access ...”
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